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Welcome to the 2016 Dialogue and Personality class’s unCommons project. We’d
like to address the topic of where community and design intersect or where they

introduction

don’t—in Kendall College of Art and Design of Ferris State University (KCAD’s) 17
Fountain building. Jeff Vredevoogd of HermanMiller, Inc.’s Education Solutions group
has said that “Effective learning spaces ... are adaptable, social, healthful, stimulating,
resourceful, and sustainable” (Room and Board Redefined). Those are qualities we’d
like to interject into the KCAD commons. And since we are a class about Dialogue,
we feel that a commons is where intersection, dialogue, and collaboration should take
place in a relaxed and informal way. We believe that the commons space should meet
our community needs and reflect our unique design culture. We’d like to tell you about
that ambition today. We will be addressing; our pitch, the problem, our mission and
vision, project focus, our value proposition, feedback from surveys, branding, design
solution, costs, risks and benefits, and a call for action.
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project
statement

The unCommons is a proposal for a thoughtful renovation of the student commons
area at the 17 Fountain building into a space that accurately reflects and nurtures the
culture of Kendall College of Art and Design. We intend to propose a space in which
students are able to prepare food, collaborate with other students, or find a quiet
space to contemplate and work. KCAD is a historically strong arts and design school
that seeks to move forward into the future with strategic plans for academic growth
along with improvement in the areas of community and healthy food options.

The current commons is often lifeless, underutilized, and gives no indication that we
are an art and design school. It does little to inspire, encourage engagement, or to
nourish us. Student feedback on the current commons echo these sentiments with
statements such as the note handwritten in one of our surveys below:
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problem
statement

pop-up
event
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survey
feedback
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The unCommons set up a pop-up event for about three hours in the atrium of the

All of the results gathered came from about 150 surveys, which represents 12% of the

17 Fountain St. building, and our participants engaged with food, drinks, and a set

students and faculty here at KCAD. From both the surveys and the “big sheets,” we were

of staged and curated furniture, courtesy of Eric Schroeder. The main purpose of the

able to narrow our focus on what our community wants and needs, therefore creating

event was to receive feedback from students and faculty who utilize the existing student

an opportunity for us to determine our priorities for this project. The event, was meant to

commons space. They were encouraged to fill out an anonymous survey and again

gather solid user feedback.

share their thoughts on our “big sheets”, hung up on the perimeter walls of the atrium.
The “big sheets” allowed the participants to contribute their own feedback by hanging

Throughout the entirety of the pop-up event, our class was participating in and

post-it notes regarding elements of the KCAD student commons they’d like to “Enhance,

promoting dialogue including its three fundamentals of listening with empathy, engaging

Create, Eliminate, or Reduce.”

each participant with a sense of equality, and trying to sort out false assumptions. The
definition of Dialogue is listening to understand and permitting people to bring ideas

A few notable quotes from these anonymous surveys include:

to light in an effective manner. Dialogue and communication are incredibly important in

“I would stay on campus after class if there was a greater sense of community.”

terms of conveying our ideas.

“I would stay on campus after class if I felt comfortable.”
“I would stay on campus after class if it felt more like a studio in vibe and energy.”

survey
feedback
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survey
results

I would
stay
onon
campus
therewas...
was...
I would
stay
campusafter
afterclass
class if there

Whatadditions
additionswould
would
you
most
to see?
What
you
most
likelike
to see?

33%
28%
16%

11
What elements create an ideal working

What elements
create
environment
for you?

an ideal working environment for you?
22%
13%
13%
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vision
statement

The timing and focus of the unCommons proposal align nicely with KCAD’s almost
completed strategic plan and will especially serve to support its first objective to
provide a learning commons.

Our aspirational vision statement is the following: By providing a user-centered
space that is comfortable, flexible, nurturing, and aesthetically inviting, the renovated
commons will stimulate community engagement, collaboration, and learning. Based
around a socially activating food space, Kendall will be known for a world-class
commons worthy of its design culture and the school’s ability to design studentcentered solutions. Lastly this spot will create a physical and emotional “home” base
for its students.

The unCommons is a thoughtful proposal to assist Kendall in revamping the current
student commons. Seeking to engage students by creating an innovative space on
campus, the art and design culture of our school will be showcased. The commons
will be functional, user based, attractive, adaptable, modern, and a bit uncommon.
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mission
statement
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gap
analysis

Budget constraints, lack of proper cost benefit analysis, and lack of vision are a
few of the factors that stand in the gap between the present state of the commons
and the aspirational future state we desire. However with passion, vision, sufficient
research, and user input, we can create a viable and inspiring proposal that
collaborates with community and design partners to overcome these hurdles.

present state
• Lack of community and
inter-school engagement
• Lack of an inspiring work
environment
• Lack of affordable, healthy
food options on campus
• Lack of a commons that
reflects our school’s arts
and design culture

gap
• Budget constraints
• Conflicting priorities
• Lack of proper cost benefit
analysis
• Lack of vision
• Lack of community input

future state
• Activated commons space
• Community engagement
• Opportunities for mixes of
learning and engagement
styles
• Options for affordable
nutrition on campus
• A commons that speaks to
the beauty, utility, and value
of art and design
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project
focus

The focus of the unCommons is a proposal—including mockups and renderings—
for a thoughtful renovation of the student commons. The scope of the proposal
includes suggestions for furniture, design elements, prep kitchen appliances and
conditions we recommend for stimulating student, faculty, and staff engagement with
the space. The proposal will be based on survey findings and research. It will address
needs such as the need for community, for inexpensive but healthy nourishment, and
for aesthetic inspiration.

The value of the unCommons project is that it provides for an interactive student
commons with innovative space and design solutions. A well-designed, flexible and
inviting common area will provide a relaxed environment for students to intermingle,
prepare food, and work on academics. It seeks to solve these problems:
• Lack of community and inter-school engagement
• Lack of an inspiring work environment for interdisciplinary intersection and collaboration

16

• Lack of affordable, healthy food options on campus
• Lack of a student commons that reflects our school’s arts and design culture

value
proposition

The unCommons project proposal for well-designed, flexible, and inviting student
commons seeks to deliver the following benefits:
• Improved community interaction by way of a socially activating refuel space and
careful furniture implementation
• A user-centered approach to space usage based on KCAD community input
• Opportunities for mixes of learning and engagement styles with flexible furniture
• A relaxed environment for students will be promoted with comfortable furniture
• Options for affordable nutrition on campus will be provided by a prep
kitchen/refuel center
• A desirable work environment will be generated by thoughtful aesthetic elements
• A student commons that re-enforces and communicates the beauty, utility, and
value of design for the users as well as the larger community

16

KCAD does well to make us feel safe with security details throughout campus. While this

needs
statement

eases students fear and creates safety, the school still lacks emotional safety. Many of
our students are far from home and looking for a space of escape or engagement within
the school. By providing a comfortable student commons, this can ease that transition
and accommodate needs for emotional safety as well as need of belonging.

The desire to belong or fit in is nothing new. As an art school, we value the range of
personalities who make up our population. Creating an environment that encourages
students to intermingle, work comfortably and bond over food, would allow for growth

Maslow’s Hierarchy of needs is broken up into five categories: physiological needs,

up Maslow’s Hierarchy in addition to meeting our needs.

safety needs, belonging needs, esteem needs, and self-actualization. Progress of
working towards self-actualization is often disrupted by failure to meet lower level

Abraham Maslow’s
Hierarchy of Needs
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Acknowledging that the student commons is the largest spot for assembly on campus,

come from high school and are trying
to navigate life on their own for the
first time. With absence of consistent
affordable food options, we are hindering
their growth.
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Now that you’ve heard the how and why of our project, we’d like to address the visual
language. Our project stems from a school-wide desire to have a student commons
that reflects the creative, collaborative and colorful environment that is KCAD.

branding

The nature of our project is architectural, empathic, and community-centric. From
here, we sought to create a brand that embodied these traits. The logo we created
reflects the architectural, nature of the project through a 3 dimensional typeface that
communicates our focus on the use of space. The empathic quality of the brand
comes through in the simplicity and tastefully whimsical, building-block-esque aesthetic.
The community-centric nature of the project is displayed through the dynamic quality

T H E

of the logo as well as the potential for use of the individual shapes in creative ways
throughout our various other print and digital materials.
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design

19

inspiration

design

20

inspiration

design
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inspiration

design

Early formulations of the essential components for the commons
included the following:
• Lounge seating
• Flexibility
• Large community space
• Semi-private areas
• Community kitchen
• Collaboration areas

22

early ideas

design

23

renderings

design

By adding a community prep kitchen to the space, we can facilitate interaction
through the commonality of food.

The prep kitchen can provide an informal means for socializing and learning from
each other. The unCommons team envisions a potential for self-organized events including cooking demos.

24

prep kitchen

design
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commons

cost
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When renovating a space cost is always a factor in design. As students designing a

Knowing that renovation of a space impacts the operational budget of an institution

proposal for retrofitting the student commons there is no cost involved in the concept

that relies on tuition is something that we are mindful of while designing the new

portion. However, a cost will need to be calculated for implementation of the renovation.

space. We believe that investing in the student needs will promote bringing more

Though this is a proposal, some specific costs may be calculated. The first that can

students into KCAD and help with student retention, thus increasing return on

be taken into account would be a general ballpark figure for furniture. In our project,

investment. The student commons will be a selling point of Kendall, which in turn

Herman Miller furniture is being depicted. A ballpark figure for furniture is $70,000.

will bring in new students. We desire to propose alternate sources of funding

This includes sofas, side chairs, and stools and gives a general idea of how much the

the renovation such as those that come from the text New Options for Financing

furniture might cost to update the space. Another cost calculation is taking the square

Residence Hall Renovations by Kenneth Stoner, so as have minimal impact to the

footage of the space and the average cost for construction. The average cost is $100-

tuition rate for students.

$150 dollars a square foot for moving walls, HVAC, and mechanical systems.
We would also like to suggest a design competition for the renovation of our commons.
The total square footage for the student commons is 3,648 square feet. For $100 -

Having the best of the best would place KCAD on the map, helping with the retention of

$150 dollars a square foot (for general contracting) the ball park amount should be

students. Having a renowned architectural firm participate in this competition could raise

$364,800-$547,200.

the profile of KCAD and potentially help with the cost.

risks and
benefits

27

The “unCommons,” is a proposal that provides a solution to many of the concerns

Benefits: The redesign of the student commons will offer benefits. These benefits

that were addressed during our recent survey.

are extended to faculty, staff, and the students of KCAD. One of the main benefits

Risks: We understand that there will be risk involved during and after the renovation

will be the enhancement of KCADs brand. We are an art school so the brand, culture,

of the commons area. However, these risks are minimal in comparison to the benefits

and community should be apparent immediately when entering our facility. The

created by the re-design. Some of the risks that we considered are as simple as

commons will create an inviting aesthetic that promotes safe study practices and

negative feedback from Barnes and Nobles, to obligations with other Ferris contracts,

student engagement, which is very beneficial for students and parents. Researchers

and concerns such as budget constraints which may not accommodate the re-

have said that students acclimate to college life better when they can study, eat, and

design of the commons area. We have also considered other risks; such as personal

socialize with other students. This in turn promotes student retention and increases

safety, the upkeep of the kitchen area, line waits for the microwave during peak times,

enrollment. A re-designed commons area offers an opportunity for interdisciplinary

liabilities, and the noise from larger social groups disrupting smaller study groups.

study sessions, while stimulating creativity within the culture of KCAD.

There is also the possibility of culture and community differences, which may cause
tension among the students. Although, some of these problems are concerning, they
are issues that can be worked out through time, effective dialogue and by setting
certain rules in place.

call to
action

28
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In short, the unCommons project has sought to solve a base level problem at KCAD. Ob-

After taking a survey, we found that overwhelmingly, students believe that the commons

jectively, the current student commons fails to accommodate the needs of students. Not

fails to represent the creative DNA of our institution as a whole. As a school that seeks

only do we lack options that embrace the current diverse KCAD population in the ways

to be a leader in the art and design community, we have to look at the statement the

that people live, interact, and access public spaces, but the commons also serves as a

student commons makes. We have world-class programs in the arts and design, but to

detractor to potential new students. If we seek to be a top tier art and design school we

visitors we certainly do not represent that part of our main purpose. Failing to embrace

simply must have spaces that embrace community and provide spaces that facilitate the

the practice of art and design through our facilities, we tell our students that even the

different ways that people work, rest, eat, and interact.

institution they attend does not believe that the education they’re seeking here is worth
investing in.
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To wrap up, we shared our project statement, our mission, our vision, and how these
details aim to invigorate the intersection between community and design within our

wrap up

school.

Based on the important feedback we received from students, our value proposition
seeks to bring adaptable, social, healthful, stimulating, resourceful, and sustainable
qualities to the existing commons. Followed by our concept for branding; cost ideas;
risks and benefits, we addressed the value of the unCommons and the changes
we suggest. We feel that a stimulating student commons will provide our school
with a model of engagement that will nurture more community, more dialogue, more
collaboration and create stronger artists and designers.
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Included in the following pages are supplemental material and process
documentation including the following:

appendices

Representative survey and feedback examples
Project outline
Presentation slides
Process documents
• Design concept sketches
• Branding
Project Notes
Other documentation
• Guest speakers
• Progress report?
• References

pop-up
feedback
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surveys &
big sheets

Looking for a prep
kitchen and to feel
comfortable

surveys
Looking for healthy food

Noting the floors are
disconnected

34

Looking for more art!

documentation

Looking for a studio vibe

surveys
Looking for comfort, food,
and community

Noting people only hang
out with their own majors

35

Wishing they didn’t have to
leave campus to get food

documentation

big sheets
Guest speaker, Sara Molina, helped recommend a discovery tool called “big sheets.”
She demonstrated below the way in which we could capture feedback during our popup event with interactive big sheets that asked survey questions in a more interesting
way and would then help direct our design priorities.

36

documentation

In order for the commons to be an engaging student
environment we need to…

big sheets

CREATE:

ELIMINATE:

● Cafeteria and or food truck on site

● Current Furniture

● More food options for students

● Quiet

● Areas for relaxation

● The silence

● Cafeteria

● Uncomfortable furniture

● Collab areas to work

● Fluorescent lights

● Create relax

● Bad seating

● More chairs

● Incorporate more food never segregate

● Way more chairs

In order for the commons to be an engaging student
environment we need to…

downstairs carpet is gross

● Community
● Bring more chairs and seating please
● Comfy places to sit

● More seating

● More tables

● Bagels

● Student activities

● Make the commons a more creative

● Food

● Cheap food
● Desks and outlets
● More outlets
● Seating

● Seating options, some single work environments
(focus) and some group seating
● Real relaxation room

● Walls should be more colorful

● Lack of lighting, lack of community space

● Good seats and chairs

● More tables more seating in atrium and by the

● Colors, acoustics, furniture

routines
● Better seating

● Cafe
● Collab between majors

REDUCE:
● The lack of dogs
● Sound pollution

● Giant white boards
● Food

37

from the dean

● Comfy seating

● More seats

really do

● Let art students put art up without needing approval

● Green space

● Food and Better Lighting

● Chairs that squeeze the hips like they

● Cozy seating

● Beanie bags

● Food (recorded x 12)

that won’t interfere with student

● More outlets/charging areas

● Food

environment

● Create a different area for extra events

● Be inclusive

ENHANCE:
● Color color color everywhere please:

events

upstairs space
● Outlets at almost every seat, encourage people to
sit by each other
● Cozy seating

open-ended
questions

Finish this sentence: “I would stay on campus after
class if…”

big sheets

● There was cheap food + comfortable seating

● More places to sit + food

● If there was more food

● More food + seating + work areas

● Comfy furniture

● If there was more to do

● More food choices + sitting areas

● Felt more studio-like

● Had better places to work + feel more connected

● Food and couches, maybe a space for naps

● Something to gather around

● If there was stuff to do-chess set, piano is great

● There were cheaper on site lunch options

● The library was open longer if busses ran later

● Were comfy places to spread my legs out

● Food

● More chairs to sit on

● The photo labs were open past ten

● If there were places to sit comfortably for hours

● There was a comfortable place to stay for awhile

● There were a cozy place to hang and work

● I had a well-designed space to work

● If our tuition money were properly used

● Had places for students to be other than

● There was free food
● If it felt homier

classrooms
● Need me some grub

● There were better seating arrangements
● Places to collaborate and places to work quietly
depending on need
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documentation

What elements create an ideal work environment?

big sheets

● Quiet

● Toaster

● Silence

● Microwaves

(collaborate and

● Quietness

● Coffee Makers

private spaces)

● Order

● Coffee

● collaborative seating

● Comfort and

● Refrigerator

● Variety of space/

non-disruptive space

● Food (x4)

● Multiple postures

seating options

● Calm colors

● Plants (x5)

● Comfort (x2)

● Plants

● Heat

● Art

● Color

● Water Fall

● Silence

● Comfy seating (x2)

● Better Seating

● People

● Better/More chairs

● Bean bag chairs

● Movement

● An actual lounge area

● Better Lighting (x6)

● Inspiration

● Sit/stand bar style

● Couches (x2)

● Efficient

seating

● Music (2x)

● Comfortable furniture

● Warmth

● Open-Air collab work

● Water elements
● More facilities

station
● Variety in seating &
environment

● Large Tables to work
on art projects
● Cubicle spaces to
study

● More power outlets
(x2)
● Windows
● Dogs
● Just dogs
everywhere
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open-ended
questions

big sheets
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documentation
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access public spaces, but the commons also serves as a detractor to potential new students.

Introduction	
  of	
  the	
  Team	
  (Zoe)	
  
	
  

Student feedback on the current commons echo these sentiments with statements such as:

Introduction	
  	
  (Zoe)	
  
Welcome to the 2016 Dialogue and Personality Class's unCommons project. We'd like to

speak about where community and design intersect or where they don't—in Kendall College of Art
and Design of Ferris State University (KCAD's) 17 Fountain building. Jeff Vredevoogd of

Feedback	
  from	
  Campus	
  Surveys	
  /	
  Student	
  and	
  Faculty	
  Interview	
  Results	
  	
   (Zoe)

HermanMiller, Inc.’s Education Solutions group has said that “Effective learning spaces ... are

We set up our Pop-Up event for about three hours in the atrium of the 17 Fountain St.

adaptable, social, healthful, stimulating, resourceful, and sustainable.” Those are qualities we'd like to
interject into the KCAD commons. And since we are a class about Dialogue, we feel that a commons

building, and our participants engaged with food, drinks, and a set of staged and curated furniture,

is where intersection, dialogue, and collaboration should take place in a relaxed and informal way. We

courtesy of Eric. The main purpose of the event was to receive feedback from students and faculty

believe that the commons space should meet our community needs and reflect our unique design

who utilize the existing Student Commons space. They were encouraged to fill out an anonymous

culture. We'd like to tell you about that ambition today. We will be addressing; our pitch, the

survey and again share their thoughts on our “big sheets”, hung up on the perimeter walls of the

problem, our mission and vision, project focus, our value proposition, feedback from surveys,

atrium. The “big sheets” allowed the participants to contribute their own feedback by hanging post-it

branding, design solution, costs, risks and benefits, and a call for action.

notes as to elements of the KCAD student commons they’d like to “Enhance, Create, Eliminate, or
Reduce”.
Regarding the survey, the top results can be viewed in the accompanying infographic: (Cover

Elevator	
  Pitch	
  /	
  Project	
  Statement	
  	
  (Eric)	
  

results briefly)

The unCommons is a proposal for a thoughtful renovation of the student commons area at

A few notable quotes from these anonymous surveys include:

the 17 Fountain building into a space that accurately reflects and nurtures the culture of KCADl

•

College of Art and Design. We intend to propose a space in which students are able to prepare food,
collaborate with other students, or find a quiet space to contemplate and work. KCAD is a
historically strong arts and design school that seeks to move forward into the future with strategic
plans for academic growth along with improvement in the areas of community and healthy food

“I would stay on campus after class if I felt comfortable.”

•

“I would stay on campus after class if I didn’t have to leave campus to cook/get food.”

•

“I would stay on campus after class if it felt more like a studio in vibe, energy, and seeing
passionate people work.”

options.

All of the results that we have gathered comes from about 150 surveys, which represents
12% of the students and faculty here at KCAD. From both, the surveys and the “big sheets”, we

Student	
  Feedback/problem	
  statement	
  	
  (Leslie)	
  

were able to narrow our focus on what our community wants and needs, therefore creating an

The current commons is often lifeless, under-utilized, and gives scant indication that we are

opportunity for us to determine our priorities for this project. Without this event, there’s the chance

an art and design school. It does little to inspire, encourage engagement, or to nourish us. We lack

	
  

“I would stay on campus after class if there was a greater sense of community.”

•

that our wants/needs don’t match with what the students and faculty think, and therefore the project

1	
  

would just be to benefit us.

	
  

2	
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Throughout the entirety of the Pop-up event, our class was participating in and promoting
Focus	
  	
  (Alesia)	
  

dialogue including its three fundamentals of listening with empathy, engaging each participant with a
sense of equality, and trying to sort out false assumptions. The definition of Dialogue is listening to

The focus of the unCommons is a proposal—including mockups and renderings—for a

understand and permitting people to bring ideas to light in an effective manner. In Dialogue and

thoughtful renovation of the student commons. The scope of the proposal includes suggestions for

Personality, we are taught the inevitability, irreversibility, and the ever-changing process of

furniture, design elements, prep kitchen appliances and conditions we recommend for stimulating

communication. With effective communication, one gains understanding, pleasure, an influence of

student, faculty, and staff engagement with the space. The proposal will be based on survey findings

attitude, relationship improvement, and action. Dialogue and communication are incredibly

and research. It will address needs such as the need for community, for inexpensive but healthy

important in terms of conveying our ideas.

nourishment, and for aesthetic inspiration.
	
  

Vision	
  Statement	
  	
  (Leslie)	
  

Value	
  Proposition	
  (Libby)	
  

The timing and focus of the unCommons proposal align nicely with KCAD 's almost

The value of the unCommons is to provide an interactive; collaborative work and food space

completed strategic plan and will especially serve to support its first objective to provide a learning

for the students of KCAD. Students surveyed are dissatisfied with our current commons and its lack

commons.

of stimulation. A well designed, flexible and inviting common area will provide a relaxed

Our aspirational vision statement is the following: By providing a user-centered space that is

environment for students to intermingle, prepare food, and work on academics.

comfortable, flexible, nurturing, and aesthetically inviting the renovated commons will stimulate
community engagement, collaboration, and learning. Based around a socially activating food space,
KCAD will be known for a world-class commons worthy of it design culture and the school’s ability
to design student-centered solutions. Lastly this spot will create a physical and emotional "home"
base for its students.

•

Lack of community and inter-school engagement

•

Lack of an inspiring work environment for interdisciplinary intersection and collaboration

•

Lack of affordable, healthy food options on campus

•

Lack of a student commons that reflects our school’s arts and design culture

The unCommons project proposal for well-designed, flexible, and inviting student commons seeks to

Mission	
  Statement	
  (Leslie)	
  

deliver the following benefits.

The unCommons is a thoughtful proposal to assist KCAD in revamping the current student

•

commons. Seeking to engage students by creating an innovative space on campus, the art and design

Improved community interaction by way of a socially activating refuel space and careful
furniture implementation

culture of our school will be showcased. The commons will be functional, user based, attractive,
adaptable, modern, and a bit uncommon.
Gap	
  Analysis	
  	
  (Leslie)	
  
At the gap between the current state of the commons and the aspirational interactive and
nurturing space we desire, some realities stand in the way. These include budget constraints, lack of
political will, conflicting priorities, lack of persuasive community input, and a lack of a properly

•

A user-centered approach to space usage based on KCAD community input

•

Opportunities for mixes of learning and engagement styles with flexible furniture

•

A relaxed environment for students will be promoted with comfortable furniture

•

Options for affordable nutrition on campus will be provided by a prep kitchen/refuel center

•

A desirable work environment will be generated by thoughtful aesthetic elements

•

A student commons that re-enforces and communicates the beauty, utility, and value of
design for the users as well as the larger community

argued cost benefit analysis. All of these can be overcome if we are able to bring the right resources,
vision, and passion to the table.
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Design	
  (Libby)	
  
Needs	
  (Allison)	
  

The unCommons design team resourced places and images that served as inspiration,
including Ferris State University. Our early ideas, based on user feedback, included the components

Maslow Hierarchy of needs is broken up into five categories. Physiological needs, safety
needs, belonging needs, esteem needs and then self-actualization. Progress of working towards self-

of lounge seating, large communal space mixed with semi-private areas, collaboration areas, and a

actualization is often disrupted by failure to meet lower level needs. Starting with the most basic

communal kitchen. We developed our concepts into renderings that demonstrate our vision for

physiological needs, students lack access to affordable, healthy food and drink options on campus.

commons area and for a prep kitchen area. By adding a community prep kitchen to the space, we can

With a variety of students, we acknowledge that some come from high school and are trying to

facilitate interaction through the commonality of food. 	
  
	
  

navigate life on their own for the first time. By providing lack of consistent affordable food options,
we are hindering their growth.

Cost	
  (Libby)	
  

Living in a city, KCAD does well to make us feel safe and secure with security details
throughout campus. While this ease’s students fear and creates safety, the school still lacks emotional
safety. Many of our students are far from home and looking for a space of escape or engagement. By
providing a comfortable student commons this may ease that transition, by accommodating their

When creating the student commons cost is always a factor in design. As students designing
a proposal for retrofitting the student commons there is no cost involved in the design portion. But a
cost will need to be calculated to implement the design. Though this is a proposal, some specific
costs may be calculated. The first that can be taken into account would be a general ballpark figure

need for emotional safety and need of belonging.

for furniture. In our project, Herman Miller furniture is being depicted. For sofas, side chairs, and

The desire to belong or fit in is nothing new. As an art school, we value the range of

stools the ballpark price is $70,000. This gives a general idea of how much furniture could cost to

personalities who make up our population. The way things currently go is that you make friends

update the space. Another cost calculation is taking the square footage of the space and the average

within your major or in another class. By creating a supportive environment that allows students to

cost for construction. The average cost is $100-$150 dollars a square foot for moving walls, HVAC,

intermingle and bond over food would allow individuals to grow up Maslow’s Hierarchy, getting

and mechanical systems. The total square footage for the student commons is 3,648 square feet. for

their needs met from the school and potentially reaching self actualization.

$100 - $150 dollars a square foot (for general contracting) the ball park amount should be $364,800-
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$547,200..

Acknowledging that the student commons is the largest spot for assembly on campus, we shouldn’t

Knowing that renovation of a space impacts the operational budget of an institution that

let that be the limiting factor for its potential, but instead should be inspiration for the power of

relies on tuition is something that we are mindful of while designing the new space. We believe that

design.

investing in the student needs will promote bringing more students into KCAD and help with
student retention, thus multiplying $31,000 /year income. The student commons will be a selling

Branding (Connor)

point of KCAD, which in turn will bring in new students. We desire to propose alternate sources of

Now that we've addressed why we did what we did and how we did it, part of our task was

funding the renovation such as those that come from the text New Options for Financing Residence Hall

developing the visual language of our project. Our project stems from a school-wide desire to have a

Renovations by Kenneth Stoner, so as have minimal impact to the tuition rate for students.

student commons that reflects the creative, collaborative and colorful environment that is KCAD.

We would also like to suggest a design competition for the renovation of our commons.

The nature of our project is architectural, empathic, and community-centric. From here, we sought to

Having the best of the best would place KCAD on the map, helping with the retention of students.

create a brand that embodied these traits. The logo we created reflects the architectural, nature of the

Having a renowned architectural firm participate in this competition could raise the profile of KCAD

project through a 3 dimensional, dynamic typeface that communicates our focus on the use of space.

and potentially help with the cost.

The empathic quality of the brand comes through in the simplicity and tastefully whimsical, buildingblock-esque aesthetic. The community-centric nature of the project is displayed through the dynamic
quality of the logo as well as the potential for use of the individual shapes in creative ways
throughout our various other print and digital materials.
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Risks	
  /	
  Benefits (Alesia)

represent that part of our main purpose. By not embracing the practice of art and design through

The “unCommons,” a proposal that provides a solution to many of the concerns that were

our facilities, we tell our students that even the institution they attend does not believe that the

addressed during our recent survey.

education they’re seeking here is not worth investing in.

	
  Risks: We understand that there will be risk involved during and after the reconstruction of the

	
  

commons area but these risks are minimal in comparison to the benefits created by the re-design.

Wrap	
  up	
  (Allison)	
  

Some of the risk that we considered are as simple as negative feedback from Barnes and Nobles and

To wrap up, we shared our project statement, our mission, our vision and how these details

other Ferris contracts, to much larger concerns such as budget constraints that may not

aim to invigorate the intersection between community and design within our school.

accommodate the re-design of the commons area. We have considered other risks, such as; the

Based on the important feedback we received from students, our value proposition seeks to

upkeep of the kitchen area, line wait for appliances during peak times, liabilities, personal safety and
the noise from larger social groups disrupting smaller study groups. There is the possibility of culture

bring adaptable, social, healthful, stimulating, resourceful, and sustainable qualities to the existing

and community differences, which may cause tension among the students. Although, some of these

commons. Followed by our concept for branding; cost ideas; risks and benefits, we addressed the

problems are concerning they are problems which can be resolved with time and effective dialogue.

value of the unCommons and the changes we suggest. We feel that a stimulating student commons
will provide our school with a model of engagement that will nurture more community, more
dialogue, more collaboration and create stronger artists and designers.

Benefits: The redesign of the student commons also offers benefits. These benefits are extended to

faculty, staff, and the students of KCAD. One of the main benefits will be the enhancement of

	
  

KCAD’s brand. We are an art school so the brand, culture, and community should be apparent

Thank	
  you	
  (Allison)

immediately when entering our facility. The commons will create an inviting aesthetic that promotes

The unCommons team would like to thank our guest speakers and project

safe study practices and student engagement, which is very beneficial for students and parents.

champions including:

Researchers have said that students acclimate to college life better when they can study, eat, and

Sandy Britton

socialize with other students. This, in turn, promotes student retention and increases enrollment. A
re-designed commons area offers an opportunity for interdisciplinary study sessions, while
stimulating creativity within the culture of KCAD.
Take	
  Away	
  /	
  Call	
  for	
  Action (Eric)

Todd Herring

Gayle DeBruyn

Michael Kurley

Nicole DeKraker

Erik Loehfelm

Seth Galligan

Sara Molina

Phil Han

Alex Smart
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Ken Krayer

In short, the unCommons project has sought to solve a base level problem at KCAD.
Objectively, the current student commons fails to accommodate the needs of students. Not only do

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

we lack options that embrace the current diverse KCAD population in the ways that people live,
interact, and access public spaces, but the commons also serves as a detractor to potential new
students. If we seek to be a top tier Art and Design school we simply must have spaces that embrace
community and provide spaces that facilitate the different ways that people work, rest, eat, and
interact.
After taking a survey, we found that overwhelmingly, students believe that the commons
fails to represent the creative DNA of our institution as a whole. As a school that seeks to be a
leader in the Art and Design community we have to look at the statement the student commons
makes. We have world-class programs in the arts and design, but to visitors we certainly do not
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After early feedback the project team fleshed out a communal kitchen concept.

meeting
notes
Slack PDF Viewer

Notes

Notes	
  fm	
  class_	
  9/27	
  
FINAL	
  PROJECT	
  MEETING	
  

TOP #2 IDEAS:
After feedback from Zoe & general agreement, the group took the off-campus
residency out of the running.
The group looked at feedback from Zoe.
Facilitator Libby asked: What kind of outcomes are we looking for?

12/1/16, 2:04 PM

 fm  class_ 

The class debated pros and cons of some initial ideas.
IDEA

 GENERATION

TOP #3 IDEAS:

Off-Campus collaborative space • Communal Kitchen • Student Life Handbook

• OFF-‐CAMPUS  COLLABORATIVE
W/  RESIDENCY

COMMUNAL	
  KITCHEN
Outcome question:
• Sense of enhancing student experience
• Communal kitchen would involve interactions for students.
Flesh out/narrow down the details
Eric's view of what it is:
• 2 portions o A retail portion with stocked fresh food such as Veggie Van food
o Basic kitchen implements stove, sink, basic space for working
•

 INTERDISCIPLINARY  SPACE

PROS
Off-campus
parking easier
Inexpensive
More informal multiple groups /interaction possibility

CONS
Security

encourage social element
Comfortable space
Coffee shop/workspace
Could involve people outside KCAD

Who would use it?

•
•

Cost property costs

Talk w/ Habitat, Gayle, Ken, Aquinas

It should be a basic accommodation
EX: MIT communal kitchen
Impromptu - food availabilities
Social interaction - not speak same
language promotes cross-cultural
engagement
Classroom in basement on fountain
Events - cooking
ethnic & holiday opportunities
Invite chef's w/ city
Pop-up cookout idea
Spice cabinet possibility
Willing to make connection
Unofﬁcial - Hangout space
Ferris -

What's being sold is fresh ingredients.
o Veggies/fruits/bread.
o One day a bakery, one day fruits & veggies. Even Meijer
Permanent furnishing.
Obstacles
o Health code stuff: It would not be a certified kitchen
o Ex: the Veggie Van - brings in tables
o Who oversees the kitchen? Create a system where it's not Nicole's
job - she's already overstretched
o Answer: Student life responsibility
o We will need to address the Barnes & Noble competition issue
o There are communal kitchens in basements in other dorms
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• COMMUNAL  KITCHEN
On campus kitchen commons area w/ supplies for making meals
PROS
CONS

https://slack.com/pdf-viewer?feature_pdf_viewer=1

Additionally it was felt we needed more details on what our projects were going
to entail in order to determine if they were viable enough to speak to people
who could be resources like Nicole DeKraker.

What space is available?

Tragedy of the commons/keeping clean
Limitations on Fed building

Liability

Politics w/ Ferris / Barnes & Noble
Certiﬁed kitchen

Page 1 of 3

A couple of team members meet with KCAD Director of Facilities, Alex Smart.

meeting
notes

FINAL	
  PROJECT	
  MEETING	
  

ALEX	
  SMART
Alex differentiated the Strategic Plan (almost complete) with the Facilities Master
Plan (should be done in 1 year)
Alex likened the commons area to a student center & made a distinction that the
learning commons was to take place all over the building but perhaps the student
center would support the learning commons environment
Regarding prep kitchen and food
Mentioned John G., KCAD CFO looking at CC for a vendor to have on site
Mentioned having a vendor where the piano is for better visibilities
Noted perhaps the approach for food is to have lower area prep kitchen & upper area
more visible space
As an architect, Alex thinks abt hierarchy of space & where space use connects
From a facilities point of view a kitchen provides challenges of approvals & permits for
things like exhaust hoods

The class prepares for their pop-up event with a task list.
10	
  •	
  18	
  •	
  2016	
  
POP-‐UP	
  TASKS

Deadline

Task

Assignee

Done

Zoe
Zoe
Zoe

ü

Setup
10/13

10/13
10/20

10/20am

Choose & Reserve space
Large table for caterer
2 rolling white boards,
3 Bistro tables 42”H
Tablecloths for bistro tables
Markers, pens
Large paper
Caterer coordination- bagels/coffee/fixins/
Trash & recycling arrangements
Vision board
Person to coordinate w/ Zoe on the above?
People to set up/write up large paper on wall

Supplies	
  to	
  be	
  brought	
  in
10/20
10/20
10/20
10/20
10/20
10/20

10/17-18
10/19
10/18
10/19 pm
10/18
10/13

2 Fiberglass chairs Black/orange
Eames dot fabric for low table
Teak Platter for objects, pens and stuff
Transportation of the above?
Team to set up & help Eric curate the above?
Coffee flavoring, cream, tape
Tea

Marketing	
  &	
  Branding
Logo design/brand	
  
Flyer & signage - coffee for comments
Flyer sign distribution
Survey design & printing
Social media sharing
KCAD Daily
Script/elevator pitch
Guest list

Eric/9am group
Zoe

In asking Alex how envisions this space in the future he said “LIFE” that there would be
activity & something in the way of artwork constantly on display. He would include soft
seating.
Improve the quality of experience w/in the institution for the retention & recruitment of
students. Alex noted trends in investment (disproportionate sometimes) into student life
Imagined playing video games on machines where you power them & also get
exercise.
PS I have sent Alex a follow up e-mail regarding whether he has any ballpark figures
for this space)

ü

Libby/Allison

Eric
Eric
Eric
n/A
Allison
Zoe

Connor/Leslie

Leslie
All/
Leslie
Zoe/all

Other concerns to be addressed - who cleans it?
Who’s allowed to use refrigerator? - 1200 students
Answers need to be provided.
There are code challenges & operation of space questions.
Alex calls this a retrofit
Like Nicole, Alex suggested we tie in with the food pantry group
Alex showed an inspirational (pro bono) rendering of the lower commons area fm Tower
Pinkster

ü
ü
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Notes from guest
speaker,
Todd Herring

Guest speaker, Sara Molina
Questions for guest, Nicole DeKraker

guest
speakers
Guest speaker
Seth Galligan
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work. Kendall College of Art and Design is a historically strong arts and design school that seeks to move
forward into the future with strategic plans for growth and improvement. However one of the main
complaints KCAD sees from its students stem from issues involving community and food options. These
grievances have been heard before and are in fact, perennial issues. The project team will be able to bring
evidence of this feedback to a final report. Currently the “student commons” area serves as an aesthetically
dated workspace where individual students may sit and browse the Internet, but is largely underutilized.
KCAD is an arts and design school, which brings up two points: we should be focused on developing a
culture of arts and design, and we should provide a nurturing environment for students. Currently, our
student commons accomplishes neither of these things. Our facilities lack basic functionality for student
needs. With the recent closing of Yo Chef’s cafe, the only source of food on campus is the predatorily priced
book store and vending machines which are a great source of a few ounces of highly processed foods, while
lacking the capacity for students to prepare foods they’ve brought in. Simultaneously, if our school is to be
seen as a leader in terms of art and design, our spaces should signify that; the lack of consideration towards
the general design aesthetic of the space prohibits upward growth in the creative community. Our mission is
to create a realistic and manageable proposition the shows how the student commons area can be reimagined
to serve the best needs of our community as a whole. By providing a prep kitchen, collaborative and

At a midpoint, the unCommons team produced the progress report below:

meditative spaces, and inspiring environments, our project seeks to fill a major gap in KCAD’s facilities.

W HO ARE THE PROJECT STAKEHO LDERS?
DIALOGUE AND PERSONALITY
KCDC 216 • UNCOMMONS PROGRESS REPORT • 2016

Who are the people that have an interest or concern regarding our plans for a community kitchen
and open workspace that is used and useful to the students of Kendall College of Art & Design (KCAD)? We

KCDC 216: DIALOGUE & PERSONALITY GROUP PROGRESS REPO RT

were able to break the list of stakeholders down into two different groups and they are as follows:

INTRODUCTION

Internal Stakeholders:
“Effective learning spaces ... are adaptable, social, healthful, stimulating, resourceful, and

A. Advisory Committees (made up of business and industry personnel)

sustainable,” says Jeff Vredevoogd of Herman Miller, Inc.’s Education Solutions group. Kendall College of

B. Ferris State University

Art and Design's (KCAD's) unCommons project team also happens to think that our design school's

C. Foundation Members

common spaces should both meet our community needs and reflect our unique design culture. We would go
on to state that our current facilities do neither. In fact, they do not meet our most basic needs. Furthermore,

2

research has born out the fact that the living-learning community model is a key piece in students' sense of
well-being and ultimately, in students choosing or rejecting an institution as well as student retention. These

60

notions in fact segue with Kendall College of Art and Design's new strategic plan to provide a learning
commons. What has also been called a living-learning community is a space that facilitates connecting,
interdisciplinary meeting, and wellness and is just inspiring and enjoyable to be in. This is the very concept the
unCommons team is proposing.
In this progress report, the unCommons team will outline its progress and next steps toward a
proposal to revamp the commons space in the 48 Fountain Street building into a space that accurately reflects
and nurtures the culture of the KCAD community. We will address the following seven questions: 1) What is
the Project Goal? 2) Who are your stakeholders? 3) What are the responsibilities of each person on this team?
4) How is each team member handling responsibilities? 5) What are the barriers to success? 6) What does the
group need to take this project to the next level? And finally, 7) What are your next steps? Covering these
topics, we intend to be well-placed to successfully meet our project goals and advance the living-learning
community we are passionate about.
W HAT IS THE PROJECT GOAL
The unCommons is a proposal for a thoughtful reconstruction of the student commons area into a
space that accurately reflects and nurtures the culture of KCAD. We intend to propose a space in which
students are able to prepare food, collaborate with other students, or find a quiet space to contemplate and

1
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as we transition into the performing phase. After a couple sessions of fruitful dialogue, we have all managed
to reach a common understanding of the direction we’ve chosen to take and are enthusiastic about creating a
solution that reflects our individual skill sets as well as our abilities as creative collaborators.
As far as individual performance goes, we have each stepped up and played to our strengths in dialogue
and in practice. Although we are still very early in the design process we have had success in our meetings and
delegation of tasks has been a breeze. Leslie and Connor, whom both have graphic design experience, have
stepped up to take on the branding and graphic design aspects of the project. Allison, Libby, Alesia and have
brought their interior design skills to the table in our discussions about the redesign, and will be a driving
force behind the project in terms of design and rendering of the commons space. Eric, as the furniture
designer, has had a clear and detailed-oriented vision of the project and has been great during his facilitation
sessions. Zoe has been essential in dialogue, organization and as a practitioner of the general creative process.
We all recognize that each of us brings unique experiences and skills to the table and have been quite effective
as a team thus far. We all look forward to seeing this project through to a polished and catalytic conclusion
that paves the way for real change within our school.

WHAT ARE THE BARRIERS TO SUCCESS?

DIALOGUE AND PERSONALITY
KCDC 216 • UNCOMMONS PROGRESS REPORT • 2016

There are a number of possible complications that could set back our success and installation of this

D. Board of Trustees

project.

E. Students

Internal

F. Faculty

Internal challenges will include our teammates' individual schedules and personal workloads.

G. Staff

External

External Stakeholders:

Further challenges will include the possibility of this proposal not being approved by Kendall College

A. Parents

of Art and Design's administration, competition with our on-campus bookstore, which is paired with Barnes

B. Perspective Students

& Noble, and a very limited or unavailable budget. Additionally, the issues of upkeep of the kitchen and

C. Businesses/Food Vendors

renovated area as well as liability concerns are challenges that the team will address.

D. Community at Large
E. Taxpayers

4

F. State and Federal Legislators

61

Some of the stakeholders will not be as vested as others but can still have an impact on the usability, design,
and location of the space.

WHAT ARE THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF EACH PERSON ON THIS TEAM?
With seven students on our team we have a wide range of experiences, insight and skills. We are a
dynamic group that covers various fields of design such as Interiors, Furniture, Graphic and Collaborative.
With knowledge in so many fields we are able to create a bigger, stronger vision for our project. Though we
find success in being adaptable, skill and interest-based subgroups such as branding and pop-up event
planning are developing. Delegating tasks based on passion/interest of each member allows us to pull the
various talents we have, while also completing the wide range of tasks required.

HOW IS EACH TEAM MEMBER DOING (in terms of their responsibilities) to the project?
The unCommons team has traversed through the forming, storming and norming phases quite
smoothly. With a team composed of open, energetic, and curious individuals, not much friction has been felt

3
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themselves. To get to this step research and connecting with key people is required to help gain the
knowledge needed. The research will come from a pop-up event and other sources including previous
knowledge from interior design courses Libby Berens has taken, knowledge from websites that have
communal kitchens, and talking to Nicole DeKraker. Our group can also leverage the research already done
by the Re:Make team—another group that looked to revamp the commons space. Taking the outside
information and using it to guide the question in our pop-up event will help funnel our perspective into
place. As a team we will be able to look at the information on the table and define what our scope is.
Once the scope is defined we must begin the process of developing the design of the community
kitchen and student commons. Our design process will begin where previous classes have left off by applying
the research learned from the pop-up event, from other colleges, and from our guest speakers. Connecting
with Kendall professors, industry and business professionals, and Kendall students will help make the project
reach its final stage of design.
WRAP UP
To sum up, the uncommon team has been crystalizing its vision and passion, as well as developing its
way toward the goal of a student commons area that accurately reflects and nurtures the KCAD culture. This

DIALOGUE AND PERSONALITY
KCDC 216 • UNCOMMONS PROGRESS REPORT • 2016

vision finds form in a learning commons model. We feel passionate about this approach but it is encouraging
that this project speaks to the strategic priorities in the KCAD masterplan. By hitting its next steps and next

The pop-up event we, as a class, host is also crucial. The point of the event is to gather information
to understand the demand of the students. There is always the possibility that what we are trying to

level marks the team will be on track to a proposal that will fill a major gap in KCAD’s facilities and—we

accomplish is not what the students are hoping for, and changing our project to suit our students wants and

hope—transform it into the nurturing and inspiring environment its community needs and deserves. A design

needs could set us back further.

school should lead in intentional spaces that encourage wellness, creativity, and community. We intend to
bring to KCAD's common areas the "adaptable, social, healthful, stimulating, resourceful, and sustainable"
qualities that are the hallmarks of effective learning spaces.

WHAT DOES THE GROUP NEED TO TAKE THIS PROJECT TO THE NEXT LEVEL?
In order to take this project to the next level, our team needs to name and partner with some outside
experts as well as gaining an understanding of the new KCAD masterplan. The unCommons project team
would call for leveraging the talents and knowledge of someone in the local education-centered furniture
industry to gain insights in terms of space planning and furnishings. We would also be interested in gaining an

6

understanding of the facilities masterplan from KCAD's director of facilities, Alex Smart. The unCommons
team could make use of a Herman Miller study called "Room and Board Redefined" whose data describes the
value of common spaces that blend socializing and studying and how research bears out the demand for these
spaces. Leveraging space use studies and benchmarking other living and learning environments will help guide
us in terms of fitting the space to use and making it suited to and reflective of the KCAD design culture. Our
own team includes Eric Schroeder's affiliation with Bold design, which will bring expertise in cabinetry.
Beyond our proposal, further researching user experience as well as conducting a viability study are required

progress
report

to determine the best approach to bringing this worthwhile project into being. Ultimately, we believe in this
project and want to see its concept implemented and integrated into a more nurturing and artful future
Kendall reality.

WHAT ARE YOUR NEXT STEPS?
The immediate next steps of our project include finding the feasibility of a kitchen within Kendall.
Though microwaves and vending machines exist in the current space, our team hopes to expand this into a
very basic food preparation space so that our students may have access to a more sustainable way to nourish

5
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GVSU Mary Idema Pew Library

references
Places we referenced:
● Ferris State University Campus
● GVSU Mary Idema Pew Library
+ Downtown DeVos Campus
● MIT Residence Hall
● UICA Loft
● Haworth Cafe
• Herman Miller furniture
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Studies we referenced:
Room and Board Redefined, Herman Miller Study

[“Room and Board Redefined: Trends in Residence Halls.”
Room and Board Redefined: Trends in Residence Halls
– Research – Herman Miller. Herman Miller, n.d. Web. 04
Dec. 2016.]

New Options for Financing Residence Hall Renovations

[Stoner, Kenneth L., and Kathryn M. Cavins. “New Options for
Financing Residence Hall Renovation and Construction.”
Stoner - 2003 - New Directions for Student Services Wiley Online Library. John Wiley & Sons, 2003. Web. 04
Dec. 2016.]

places

Room and Board Redefined
Trends in Residence Halls

references

A place to sleep, a desk for studying, and a dining
hall nearby. Until recently, students at colleges and
universities in the U.S. had modest expectations for
dormitory life. And dormitories have lagged behind
other developments on campus and in American
society overall. Considering all the social, technological, economic, environmental, and political changes
that have occurred in the past few decades, it’s interesting to note that many colleges and universities
still have dormitories with shared restrooms.

Though Herman Miller’s “Room and Board Redefined” study references residence halls,

That picture is changing, however, as schools compete for students and respond to a new level of student expectations. Institutions are asking questions
about what their dormitories should be. Are they
places to sleep? Socialize? Eat? Attend class? Meet
with advisors? Are they dormitories, residence halls,
apartments, or living-learning communities?

which is not applicable for KCAD, it also tracks trends in learning and the notion of the
learning commons. Additionally, it highlights the way in which amenities are an essential
part of students’ choice of institution.
Inadequate Facility at Rejected Institution (%)
Residential Facilities on Campus

As colleges and universities deal with a blurring of
the distinctions between dormitories and other facilities on campus, they are also wrestling with several
trends that are shaping the discussion. Students
don’t learn only in class between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
They don’t only study in libraries, and they don’t just
sleep in dormitories.

41.3

Facilities in My Major

40.5

Classrooms

23.9

Open Space

21.4

Library

21.1

Technology Facilities

Surprisingly, many undergraduate students have
never shared a bedroom or bathroom before coming
to college. They want their own things in their own
spaces. And they are used to leading busy academic,
extracurricular, cyber, and social lives.

18.8

Student Union/Center

In addition, responding to the societal and education
shifts, college and university housing officers are also

16.8

Recreation Facilities

16.5

Other

14.6

Research/Lab Facilities
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